Innovative Valve Design
Safety and labor savings are of the utmost importance to Battery Watering Technologies.
Our valves are manufactured with the highest quality materials
that keep all working parts above the battery cell.

Tubing Barbs ·

· Hydrometer Port

Eliminates the need for clamps
and angled to make installation
easy in tight configurations.

Hydrometer readings can be
taken without removing the valve
from the battery. The hydrometer
opening has a slider with a stop
so the covering won’t break or get
lost. (Hydrometer Part # 09HYCT)

Indicator Eye ·
Visible from the top and side Confirms proper operation of valves.

· Low Profile Design
Drastically reduces the risk of
damage from battery cables.

z-Lock ·
The z-Lock feature integrates
the tee piece with the
valve for added strength.

· Clip-in Base
Installation is fast and easy No twisting to lock in place.

· Fully Assembled Kits
Installs in seconds.

Solid One Piece Float ·
Acid, temperature and
impact resistant - Solid
construction cannot
absorb water.

Encapsulated Float ·
Reinforced encapsulation
protects the float and eliminates
interference with the moss shield.

Valves
®
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Innovative Valve Design

Fits Every Battery Application: Battery Watering Technologies provides valves to fit every
configuration. For more in-depth valve information, please visit our website.

Widest Pressure Range: The valves operate with pressure from 3-35 PSI using our filling

devices. House static pressure should never be more than 90 PSI. If needed, a variety of
pressure regulators are available to lower pressure.

5 Year Warranty: The valves are warranted for a full five years (fast charge for three years).

If a valve causes a cell failure due to a manufacturing defect, the valve and the cell will be
repaired or replaced. See complete warranty details at www.batterywatering.com.

Faster: With less time spent watering batteries, employees will have more time to take care
of other responsibilities.

Safer: The internal working components of the valve are above the cells, keeping them out

of the electrolyte. The level indicator eye verifies proper valve operation. Valves should only
be removed during routine maintenance, eliminating the risk of battery acid exposure or
damaging floors and equipment.

Better: Battery Watering Technologies’ valves add the correct amount of water every time.
With proper battery maintenance, you can add years to the life of your batteries.
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